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Constitutional Checks and Balances
By T. N. MORRIS

(I)
We have Constitutional Clubs up and down this country

and a Constitutional Research Association which, we know,
has received thoughtful and weighty advice from time to
time; yet the very thing that these organisations were in-
tended to protect and preserve was never in a more frail
condition. In fact it almost looks as if research during the
present century, and perhaps before, has been directed to-
wards discovering ways and means of weakening what once
contained the elements of a fine, well-balanced and enduring
organic structure.

One document of which a Constitutional Research Asso-
ciation worth its salt should have taken cognizance is
Charles Morgan's Zaharoff Lecture for 1948, entitled "The
Liberty of Thought and the Separation of Powers", in which
he considered the constitutional position at that time in the
context of the doctrines of Montesquieu, the French political

.._./ philosopher.
It is well known that Montesquieu was the oracle con-

tinually consulted by the Founding Fathers of the United
States of America in framing their written Constitution.
Montesquieu's political philosophy was embodied in the
thirty-one volumes of his work De l'Esprit des Lois. He had
been much impressed by the English Constitution of his
time (1689-1 755) which had checked the despotic power
of the Monarch. He thought that he saw in England a
separation of powers between the executive and the legisla-
ture which constituted an effective system of checks and
balances preventing arbitrary and oppressive government. It
has been objected that Montesquieu was mistaken in this,
but Morgan quotes Madison (a Founding Father) as saying
that he (Montesquieu) "did not mean that these depart-
ments (legislature and executive) ought to have no partial
agency in, or control over, the acts of each other", but he
meant "that where the whole power of one department is
exercised by the same hands which possess the whole power
of another department the fundamental principles of a free
constitution are subverted". In other words, Montesquieu
did not advocate a pedantic rigidity. What mattered to him
was the balance and check arising from a degree of separa-
tion and it was upon this contention that the United States
Constitution was built, viz., that "the executive and the
legislature must never be identified". Morgan considered that
it would have been better to have called Montesquieu's
doctrine "The Balance of Powers" rather than the "Separa-
tion of Powers": the words used by Montesquieu were "Pour
qu'on ne puisse abuser le pouvoir il faut que, par la
dis~ositioll des choses, le 110uvoirarrete le pouvoir", (To pre-
vent the abuse of power, it is necessary that, by the disposi-
tion of things, power check power.) "Hence it is as an ad-

vocate of balance and check that Montesquieu has always
been interpreted by wise and practical men."

Thin-gs have moved a long way since Montesquieu and,
particularly, during the present century. Morgan has enu-
merated some of these moves as follows: - "Since 1911,
the Upper House has had no power finally to reject any
measure approved by the Lower. That check has gone.. al-
though a brief delaying power remains." The Monarch's
power to withhold the Royal Jtssent has also gone. "Nothing
at all remains to prevent a simple majority of the Lower
House from doing whatever passion may suggest or fear
compel. It may, after a brief delay, abolish general elections,
vote itself into permanent power, repeal every statute pro-
tective of liberty, and set up a totalitarian state. All may be
done legally and without a revolutionary act. The oppor-
tunity given to plotters is unparalleled."t

"By thus concentrating power in the Lower House; by
removing the check provided by the Upper; by arming the
Cabinet with the Royal Prerogative . . . . with extensions
that would have shocked James II; by thus flouting every
principle of balance for which Montesquieu stood and upon
which our own Revolution Settlement was basedt we have
paved the way from Moscow to Prague and from Prague
to London. It is time that Liberty rebuilt her barricades."
This was said in 1948.

Montesquieu had warned England-he was an Anglophile
--in the following words: - "All things human have an
end. The state (England) will lose its liberty, it will perish.
Home, Sparta and Carthage have perished. It will perish
when the legislature becomes more corrupt than the execu-
tive." Morgan asks: "When may the Leglisature be called
corrupt?" He says:- "It is corrupt when it has destroyed
its own balance by ceasing to consist of separate parts which
check one another: It is corrupt when it so subordinates
itself to the Executive that it loses control of legislation. It
must become corrupt when the electorate on whom it de-
pends ceases to [know or] '" care whether the Constitution

. is unbalanced or not." Have we reached that last stage?
The Upper House lost its power on the plea that the will

of the people, as expressed in their support for a party
programme at a general election, must prevail: the elected
government must rule. This sounded good and, in the issue
selected it seemed justified on humanitarian grounds. But
now we see the result: the elected government has ruled

(continued 0" page 3)

t My emphasis.-T. N. M.

• My insertion.- T. N. M. Morgan has a good deal to say about the
corruption of the electorate. We may perhaps discuss this in a future
article
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ending on "whatever may be our local, national variant of
the guillotine" "if [when?] the revolution comes".

Douglas long ago warned that to look to ballot-box demo-
cracy to save us from final eclipse as a nation was com-
pletely hopeless. The last remaining potential of Parliament
now is as a forum for the exemplary exposure of the
thoroughly documented fact that the disaster which faces us
is the outcome of conspiracy, not of 'mismanagement'.

We recommend that in every constituency in the United
Kingdom one or more groups should be recruited to study
None Dare Call It Conspiracy and to bring it to the attention
of their Parliamentary Representatives, regardless of Party.
There is not the slightest hope in another General Election,
which would be interpreted by whichever Party won simply
as a renewed mandate for the policy which has virtually
finalised Britain's ruin as a nation and a culture.

Stiffening
While such politicians as Mr. Whitelaw and Mr. Wilson

sup with the devil or terrorists not with a long spoon but
in closest intimacy and secrecy and while an American presi-

"There will probably come well within the lives of the dential candidate advocates withdrawal before Soviet and
present generation, a period at which the blind forces of allied power, one is. glad to receive a dose of realis~ from
destruction will appear to be in the ascendant"--C. H. The Remnant of Mmnesota (May 15, 1972). It pomts to
Douglas, Social Credit, 1924. The trouble' is that the a student march f?,r peace in that area where behind the
forces which now are undoubtedly in the ascendant have placards was seen the tell-tale symbol of the clenched-fist
been proved to be anything but blind. They have seen salute".

--. - Cfir~s-~ian- clVlhsaIf<ili~ wftll1.ISGraeco-1toman ~vatues- ano·· - We-read -h.on, l\lrs. Phy lIis- Schlafly .took -issue- with Bishop
traditions, for centun~s. as ~ target. for destructlon to clear Dozier of Memphis on the question of preparedness in face
the war for a C?lle~tlVlst mternatI~nal ty~anny-the con- of an implacable enemy, but he failed to answer her letter.
templation of which IS, as Douglas said, a ghmpse of Hell. She points out that the "beautiful phrases" of popes and

The chief, or central mechanism of the development has bishops on pt;ace are addre~sed to both sides an~ at n? time
been the centralised control of the monetary system which called for ~n~lateral U.S. disarmament. The SOVIt;tdnve f?r
operates to. license or channel individual initiative in _pre- worl? dominion has not slackened, she adds, sm~e Lenm
determined directions-"large-scale planning". But a parallel pre~Icted that. a funeral requiem w~ul~ b~, sung ?ver the
mechanism is epitomised in the statement that "control of SOVIet Repubh~ or over world capIt.ahsm. America, she
credit and control of news are concentric". Progressively, adds, has t?e n,~ht and .th~ duty to build .weapons to defend
however, this type of control has expanded to control 'educa- herself agamst a? at~eIstIc aggressor w~}ch ~~s already en-
tion', which should now more properly be called indoctrina- slaved twenty nations and has vowed to bury us.
tion, and to control of the ballot-box in the sense that She further mentions Cardinal [ournet's defence of the
e1'C;:.torsare merely ?ffered a~ternative Parties to implement moral right of the West to "work for peace by stockpiling
a smgle pre-determined 'pol~cy-~ore an~ m~re p~we~ful nuclear weapons". He saw that unilateral disarmament
govern~ent and the substitution of mternatIOna~Ist obJectl~es would give the world to the Soviet Empire and would betray
for national cultures. The undoubted promotion of racial all the holv values temporal and spiritual "which we ought
and religious schisms in numerous areas is merely a "do-it- to defend".'
yourself" method of depopulation in what the interna-
tionalists regard as an over-populated world, for it leaves
untouched the military might of the so-called super-powers
-a might which is intended to be merged to constitute a
world 'police-force.

FROM WEEK TO WEEK

The Times, which did so much to ensure the occurrence
of World War II and the bi-partisan socialism which
was the main objective of, and has followed, that war,
is a reliable bell-wether of coming events. In its issue
of 28 July, 1972, it has a 17.5 column-inch (135.4 em.) lead-
ing article entitled "Yes, We Are In Danger". Carefully
considered, this article is fairly obviously an obituary for
liberty in the United Kingdom; and it even singles out Mr.
Benn, Chairman of the Labour Party, as "most certainly"
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Other denominations show themselves no less interested
in wrong solutions. Lord Soper, for instance, said at the
Methodist Conference that as the laissez-jaire capitalist sys-
tem was breaking up and was out of date they (Methodists)
should "confront it with the message of the Kingdom of
God, of common ownership, and make their witness to
socialism, Christian communism or call it what they would".
I do not know what happens to Christian freedoTll in this
confrontation or surrender (The Times, July 5, 1972).
Dr. Falcke, addressing the Protestant Churches in East
Germanv, expressed the pathetic hope that the leading role
of the Communist Party might be enhanced "if'it were seen
as a source of libertv which helped men to stand on their
own feet" (The Times, [ulv 12, 1972). And the Anglican
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Oestreicher, writing of George McGovern's background
.,; (The Times, July 15, 1972) approved of his "sensitivity" in

allowing the "third world" delegates "to make the running"
when he chaired the World Council's Consultation on Race,
leading to the Programme to combat Racism, and the
"symbolic grants to freedom fighters".

"A Conservative" writes in The Spectator (July 8, 1972)
on "Heath's Betrayal", showing how he maintains the
"stubbornness of a weak man with a single obsession" as the
rights of Parliament are eroded through a Bill which brings
"the ultimate destruction both of parliamentary sovereignty
and the common law", and the writer says that his ministers
stand convicted of "thoroughgoing spinelessness". Stiffening
comes, however, from Harvey Ward of Rhodesia who writes
in World Survey that anarchy can "become king" unless
drastic action is taken. He mentions the group that ran
riot in Tel Aviv, the Baader-Meinhof group in Germany,
also calling itself the "Red Army", and the "Marxist-orien-
tated terrorists" in Ireland, together with left-wing terrorism
in North and South America and in Southern Africa. He
concludes that events will force recognition of Rhodesia
"and Southern Africa as a whole as a bastion and an ally
against the evil forces harassing mankind today." The
Anglican Dean Dixon of St. John's, RSA, has complained
that churchmen have: "brought this misfortune of confronta-
tion upon themselves by their own negative attitudes of
destructive criticism and self-righteous condemnation". They
do not seem so anxious to confront the real enemy. (RSA
World, fourth issue, 1972).

Belatedly enough, the Central Intelligence Agency and
_ other Western intelligence organisations are reported to

,_/ "have evidence that links had been established between
Japanese, Irish, Palestinian and other terrorist organisations".
Messrs. Whitelaw and Wilson must have read this report
(The Times, July 15, 1972) but appear to shut their eyes
wilfully to the international subversion which their "guests"
represent. -H.S.

Constitutional Checks and
Balances (continued from page 1)

ever since. The plotters have done their work while "denying
with their lips what they did with their hands" (Toynbee).
The barriers have not been rebuilt. With all checks gone,
the vital issue of the Common Market has arisen and the
all-powerful executive has ruled that in this matter the
electorate can be ignored: they do not know what is good for
them! Paradoxically and ironically, if this final thrust suc-
ceeds and the Bill of Accession to the European Economic
Community receives the Royal Assent, sovereignty, indi-
vidual and national, will have vanished: parliament will
have destroyed both the national identity and itself. Nature
abhors a vacuum: with self-discipline finally rejected
throughout the body politic, parliament, or what remains of
it, and people will receive directives from regions beyond
their control. The alternatives to such a submission have been
published many times in this journal: let them be adopted
before it is too late.

(To be continued')

K.R.P. PUBLICATIONS LTD., 245 CANN HALL ROAD, LONDON,
E.ll, FOR BOOKS ON SOCIAL CREDIT AND THE INTER-

~ NATIONAL FINANCIAL- COMMUNIST CONSPIRACY. FREE
BOOK LIST ON REQUEST.

The Key to Communist Semantics
From a Canadian correspondent we have received a

reprint of the follOWing article from a U.S.A. daily
newspaper, America, for which no details of city or
date of publication were given:

One of the greatest assets the Communists have in today's
conflict with the free world is our lack of understanding of
their objective, strategy and tactics. And a prime reason for
this lack of understanding is the Communists' "double-talk"
vocabulary. Louis Budenz, the former top Red editor, says
that the Reds developed this deceptive Aesopean language
in order to confuse and mislead the non-Communist world.
In the following column we list a few of the most common
terms of this Red Aesopean lexicon, together with their real
meanings.

Peace - non-opposition to Communism.
Peace-LOVing - supporting Communism.
Peaceful Co-existence - non-resistance to Communist

policy and moves towards world conquest.
People - Communists (People's China, etc.).
People's Democracy - Communist slave state.
Democratic or Progressive - terms used by the Reds to

describe persons, organizations or policies which further
Communist aims.

Aggression - any firm action to prevent or defeat Com-
munist expansion.

Colonialism - possessing territory that the Reds want.
Colony - a non-Communist territory associated with the

Western Powers.
Anti-Colonialism - the Communists' program for gaining

control of territories presently associated with the Free
World.

Oppressed Peoples - those living in countries the Reds
'Wishto seize.

Liberation - the Communist takeover of a free country.
Fascist State - any country which takes firm action

against Communist infiltration, espionage and subversion.
Militarism - creation of non-Communist armed strength

or alliance.
Discrimination _._ a smear term used against people or

actions which interefere with Communist plans and ob-
jectives.

Disrupter or Stool Pigeon - an anti-Communist worker
or union man.

Traitor - a general term for anti-Communists.
Reactionary - a non-Communist.
Fascist - an anti-Communist.
Nazi or Hitlerite - an active anti-Communist.
Warmonger - anyone strongly opposed to giving in to

Red demands.
Anti-Fascist - a Red or one who fights against anti-

Communists.
AfcCarthyism - any action to expose Communist

espionage and subversion within our borders.
Inquisition - any governmental or judicial inquiry into,

or investigation of, Red infiltration or subversion in non-
Communist states.
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Religious Bigot - anyone who opposes Communism on
religious grounds.

Anti-Semitism - a smear term used by Communists
against those who effectively oppose and expose them. This
technique of smearing their opposition as "anti-Semites" is an
old and proven method of discrediting, isolating and de-
stroying their opponents.

Hate Literature - any booklet or publication which Iden-
tines and exposes Communist and Red strategy and tactics.
A current smear term used widely by Reds to discredit anti-
Communist publications.

The importance of understanding this game of Red
semantics becomes apparent, for instance, when examining
current demands to "ban hate literature" and "introduce
anti-hate legislation." Checking Red semantics, we find that
this is really a crafty maneuvre to censor or outlaw anti-
Communist literature and activity!

That's how important it is for the informed people to
understand Red semantics today.

What Informed Americans Say About
None Dare Call It Conspiracy *

"NDCC is an admirable job of amassing information to prove
that communism is socialism and socialism (a plot to enslave the
world) is not a movement of the downtrodden but a scheme sup-
ported and directed by the wealthiest of people.

"If enough Americans read and act upon NDCC, they really can
save - thee.Republic - £r-OIU-th~tors~whose plans.i.for. the
destruction of our country are galloping fast toward completion."

Dan Smoot
Former Assistant to J. Edgar Hoover

"Now that NDCC is available, I no longer need to answer 'no'
to the question which is often put to me, namely: 'Mr. Dodd, is
there a book which I can read so I can know what you know?' No
higher praise is possible for this book."

Norman Dodd
Chief Investigator
Reece Committee to Investigate Foundations

'This book concerns the way in which our nation and other
nations are actually governed. As Benjamin Disraeli said, this is
not the way in which most people think nations are governed. The
whole subject of the Insiders who so largely control our political
and economic lives is a fascinating mystery.

"For the reader who is intelligent but uninitiated in the literature
of superpolitics, I can think of no better introduction to the field
than NDCC."

Dr. Medford Evans
Former Chief of Security for the
Atom Bomb Project

"Since people of the Jewish faith have been the number one
historical victims of the Communist Conspiracy, we wish every
member of our faith would carefully read this book so they will
become aware of the forces which often attempt to manipulate them."

Dr. Barney Finkel
President, The Jewish Right

"Whatever one dares to call the apparatus described and docu-
mented in this book, he will ignore it at his peril. 1972 may well
be our last chance to defuse this destructive device. This book tells
you how you can expose and demolish it."

Dean Clarence E. Manion
Former Dean Notre Dame Law School

• None Dare Call It Conspiracy is available from K.R.P. Publications
Ltd., 245 Cann Hall Road, London, E.11, at 50p. posted - quantity
discounts.
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The Finance-Communist Conspiracy

The enslavement of Vietnam is only a step in a global
strategy for the enslavement of the entire world, and the
erasure from mankind's memory of all knowledge of any
order of society other than complete collectivism.

It is all too easy to believe "that it can't happen here".
But unless the Conspiracy is actually defeated outright, be-
ginning somewhere, and defeated, moreover, with a full
understanding of what has to be defeated, and why, the
Conspiracy will proceed with its programme of destruction
of national cultures and their exponents.

It must be remembered that a conspiracy of such daring
magnitude when near its consummation must in the ordi-
nary way become obvious and therefore repellent, provoking
resistance which would destroy it. So deception as to its
success and progress becomes ever more essential. Its ob-
jective is the disarmament, moral, intellectual, and physical,
of those it intends to enslave. So African and Asian
"nationalism" really mean fragmentation, part of the under-
mining of the structure of Western Civilisation.

The key to the situation remains finance. Economic
policies, visibly leading to a universal crisis, are still being
pursued. Astronomical debt, amounting to a mortgage over
the globe, is owed to the banking system, which itself is an
expression of international power at the heart of the
Finance-Communist Conspiracy.

Nevertheless, the exposure of this situation is being
steadily effected. Beyond doubt, public opinion is changing,
almost certainty more -rapidly than- anticipated by our
enemies. Our weapons-books and information-are now
available in adequate supply to those who will use them.
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by GaJ;"y Allen

Prices, posted to one address:
1 copy, 50p.
3 copies, £1 . 00

10 copies, £3 . 00
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